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ABSTRACT
Reliable training of generative adversarial networks (GANs) typically require massive datasets in
order to model complicated distributions. However, in several applications, training samples obey
invariances that are a priori known; for example, in complex physics simulations, the training data
obey universal laws encoded as well-defined mathematical equations. In this paper, we propose a new
generative modeling approach, InvNet, that can efficiently model data spaces with known invariances.
We devise an adversarial training algorithm to encode them into data distribution. We validate our
framework in three experimental settings: generating images with fixed motifs; solving nonlinear
partial differential equations (PDEs); and reconstructing two-phase microstructures with desired
statistical properties. We complement our experiments with several theoretical results.
1 Introduction
Motivation. Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) have proven to be highly successful in synthesizing samples
arising from complex distributions, including face images [1], content generation [2], image translation [3], style
transfer [4], and many others. However, a well-known issue of GANs is that they incur dramatically high sample
complexity; for example, the recent work of [5] requires 14 million training images and is trained over∼24K TPU-hours,
which is beyond the reach of normal computing environments.
This challenge partly arises due to the purely unsupervised nature of GAN training. Intuitively, GAN models start
learning from scratch, and require lots of training examples before they learn to reproduce essential features (or
invariances) present in the training data. However, in several applications, invariances that the generated samples
should exhibit are explicitly known prior to training. For example, in scientific simulations, the data samples often obey
(universal) laws encoded in the form of well-defined mathematical equations, or obey other statistical or geometric
constraints. How, then, should GAN models best leverage such prior knowledge of invariance information?
Our contributions. In this paper, we propose a systematic extension of GANs that can synthesize data samples
obeying pre-specified, analytically defined invariances. We call our new generative models Invariance Networks, or
InvNets. Our approach subsumes the standard GAN setting; InvNets can learn implicit invariances from the training
data (similar to GANs), but also enforce explicit invariances. Similar to GANs, we pose the InvNet training problem as a
minimax game. Training an InvNet requires some care, since interesting new challenges arise. We propose a three-way
alternating-optimization style training algorithm that gives useful, stable results across a wide range of invariances and
training data. We illustrate InvNet performance in three diverse test applications:
1. Encoding motifs in images. As a stylized application, we design an InvNet model for stitching a special, pre-defined
pattern (or motif) onto all synthesized image samples. While existing (non-GAN) methods such as image blending can
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achieve this with ease, this toy application serves both as a proof-of-concept, and reveals interesting theoretical aspects
of the training dynamics.
Figure 1: Our proposed InvNet framework introduces novel Invariance
checker (I(.)) along with traditional generator (G) and discriminator
(D). While the discriminator learns the implicit features of the im-
age through simultaneous training of both D and G, our invariance
strictly enforces the predefined structure on the generator (G) through
minimizing invariance loss by updating generator parameters.
2. Simulating solutions to PDEs. As our
primary application, we design InvNet mod-
els to generate solutions to partial differen-
tial equations, given their coefficients and
boundary conditions. For physical systems
that are completely described by their gov-
erning PDEs, InvNet is entirely data-free,
i.e., trained solely by enforcing the PDE as
a structural invariance. We show that InvNet
is also capable of conditional generation of
solutions, providing flexible user control over
both boundary conditions and PDE coeffi-
cients. As an example, we solve the classical
non-linear time varying Burgers’ equation [6]
in both viscid and inviscid cases, and demon-
strate that InvNet provides very competitive
results. This marks a significant improvement
over recently proposed unsupervised learning
methods for solving PDEs, such as [7, 8, 9].
3. Microstructure generation. Finally, we
also consider a more challenging applica-
tion in computational material science, which
is the problem of simulating (binary) mi-
crostructures obeying desired properties [10,
11]. Here, the equations governing the for-
mation of microstructures are typically very
complex, but we require that the target mi-
crostructures satisfy certain statistical invari-
ances. We encode these invariances in the form of moment matching constraints, and train an InvNet model to generate
synthetic microstructures adhering to target statistics. We show that InvNet significantly outperforms standard numerical
microstructure methods in terms of computational costs.
Theory. We supplement our experimental results with theoretical analysis. In particular, we study the InvNet training
problem in simple but illuminating special cases. We first perform a (pure) Nash equilibrium analysis for the minimax
game in InvNet training, and show that the choice of discriminator architecture plays an influential role in encoding
target invariances. We also analyse InvNet training dynamics, and discover that traditional alternating gradient descent
updates diverge. To resolve this, we propose training via extra gradient-descent and prove its convergence.
1.1 Related Work
Generative Adversarial Networks. GANs [12] are a popular approach for modelling real world data distributions. The
standard adversarial training approach involves optimizing a mini-max game between a generator and a discriminator
defined by an approximate Jensen-Shannon divergence. This necessarily leads to unstable training and requires careful
tuning of relevant hyperparameters. Mao et al.solve the problem of vanishing gradients by optimizing the discriminator
with least squares instead of cross-entropy. Arjovsky et al. [13] and Gulrajani et al. [14] propose a more stable version
of GAN by modifying the discriminator loss to estimate the Wasserstein-1 distance between the data distribution and
the generator output. A major disadvantage for such models is that the inability to control the generator output in any
way. Zhao et al. [15] study the generalization in GANs.
Conditional GANs [16] provide a solution by conditioning the generator on categorical labels so as to control the class
of outputs that are generated. Chen et al. [17] extend this to allow control over specific semantic parameters such as
stroke width in the case of handwritten digits.
Such generative models therefore offer a mechanism to accurately represent complex data spaces without knowing the
entire topology. Consequently, GANs are often used as representations of solution spaces to complex physical and
dynamical systems.
2
Neural networks in physics. Deep neural networks show the ability to approximate an extremely large set of functions.
This property has motivated a significant body of work about using neural networks as functional surrogates in physical
systems. This generally involves simulating a specific PDE to create a dataset and further training a neural network to
fit the given data.
Raissi et al. [7, 8] demonstrate the use of a fully connected neural network to generate pointwise solutions to a non-linear
PDE using a data sampled from the solution. Pang et al. [18] extend this to fractional PDEs whle providing theoretical
guarantees for convergence. Yang et al. [19] present a similar approach to solve stochastic PDEs using GANs. We note
that each of these methods involve using data from either simulated or sampled solutions.
Farimani et al. [20] propose a standard conditional GAN to generate solutions to the standard transport equation where
the input is an image representing the initial conditions. Pun et al. [21] combine a physics based model with a neural
network to construct large scale atomistic simulations for material discovery. De Oliviera et al. [22] propose a DCGAN
that additionally learns location based features by using locally connected layers to generate high energy particle
simulations. Zhu et al. [9, 23] employ the use a convolutional encoder-decoder architecture along with a conditional
FLOW model to surrogate a PDE with stochastic coefficients. Similar to our approach, they rely on the use a physics
informed loss to train their model. However, our approach uses adversarial generative models instead of normalizing
flows and additionally is flexible enough to allow for variability in both initial conditions as well as the coefficients.
We note that all the above listed approaches rely only on the use of data to enforce the given constraints. Conversely, our
architecture builds on known knowledge in the form of invariances, and therefore does not need modified or collected
data. We show this in Sec. 3 that InvNet learns to solve a PDE for a large variety of initial conditions even when trained
for a subset of the same.
For quantitative comparison, we consider the deterministic surrogate introduced in [9] for solving Burgers’ Equation,
where input to the framework are samples of input fields that obey certain initial and boundary conditions.
Invariance in generative models. The problem of training a generative model to generate samples from a specific
distribution is often solved through the use of data. This approach is extremely useful when the data can not be modeled
mathematically. However, for many applications, there exist at least partial mathematical definitions for training
data. These mathematical definitions act in place of data, acting as constraints to define the support of the generator
distribution.
Stinis et al. [24] employ a noisy data training approach with mathematical constraints in order to interpolate and
extrapolate on the generator distribution. Contrary to their approach of weakening the discriminator training with noisy
inputs, we use an alternating minimization scheme to force the discriminator to respect the invariances. Jiang et al.[25]
use segmentation masks as constraints to enforce structural conditions to generate face images. Svyatoslav [26], on the
other hand, enforce a PDE as a constraint by using a binary neural network as a PDE solver using decision processes.
Their approach is restricted to the special case of generating binary images, whereas our algorithm is more general and
can enforce any continuous and differentiable invariance.
Dynamics of training GANs. GANs are known to be notoriously difficult to train, the mini-max optimization problem
requiring careful tuning of hyperparameters. As such, there has a been a wealth of recent literature discussing various
equilibrium point optimization algorithms [27, 28, 29]. Li et al. [30] demonstrate that first order approximations
of discriminator dynamics lead to unstable training and mode collapse. Mescheder et al. [31] consider the gradient
vector field for the GAN two player game, improving the training algorithm with a regularization. Nagarajan &
Kolter [32] analyse the standard gradient descent (GD) algorithm as a linear dynamical system and show that under
certain assumptions, GD converges to local Nash equilibrium. An interesting approach by Daskalakis et al. [33] involves
using optimistic mirror decent (OMD), a variant of GD used in optimizing two player games, for linear convergence of
GANs to the equilibrium. Liang & Stokes [34] additionally study other variants of higher order GD methods and the
corresponding interaction between the discriminator and generator dynamics. Mescheder et al. [35] present rigourous
arguments and experiments studying the convergence of various GAN architectures [36, 37, 38]. They conclude instance
noise and gradient penalty-based training approaches converge locally. Mokhtari et al. [39] show strong convergence
rate results for saddle point problems similar to GANs for extra gradient descent(EGD) and OMD.
We build upon Daskalakis et al. [33] and Liang & Stokes [34] in Sec. 4 to rigorously analyse the equilibrium point of
our model and further study the convergence of GD and variants.
Microstructure generation. An entire sub-field in computational material science is devoted to the development of
methods for the simulation of microstructures [40, 41, 42] and subsequent quantification [40, 41]. Here, microstructure
realizations are synthesized that satisfy certain target statistical properties of the material distribution. Several strategies
were developed for microstructure generation using both analytical approaches and optimization approaches. Examples
of such methods include Gaussian random fields [42], optimization-based methods [43], multi-point statistics [44], and
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Table 1: Qualitative comparison of InvNet with existing approaches across different applications
Application→ Encoding motifs Solving PDE Microstructure generation
Model→ WGAN-
GP[14]
InvNet PINN [7] PCS [9] InvNet Numerical
method [10]
WGAN-
GP[14]
InvNet
Requires training Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes
Requires data to
learn invariances
Yes No Yes No No No Yes No
Can be trained with-
out discriminator
Yes Yes No No+ Yes - Yes No
Supports condi-
tional model for
invariances
No Yes No No Yes - No Yes
Generation rate
(samples/unit time)
High High High High High Low High High
+ decoder in this case
layer-by-layer reconstruction [45].These statistical properties could be scalars (such like total volume fraction of a
material) or more complex functions (like 2-point correlations and other material statistics) [11]. Recent advances also
involve the generative modeling techniques [46], however, those largely rely on the availability of training datasets.
For our experiments in generating microstructures, we use the Binary 2D microstructures dataset [47] based on
Cahn-Hilliard equation [48] for training and testing.
2 Proposed Model: InvNet
Consider a data distribution Pdata defined over set D ⊆ Rd, and a list of differentiable invariance functions Rd → R :
Ii(·), i = 1, 2, .., r. The aim of InvNet is to generate new samples x from D that satisfy the expression Ii(x) = 0, ∀i =
1, 2, .., r. We define our generator to be a function Gθ : Rk → Rd parameterized by θ. Let z represent a k-dimensional
latent input vector. In the standard GAN setup [12], the generator is trained by posing a two-player game between a
generator (G) and a discriminator (D), where the discriminator is a function Dψ : Rd → R parameterized by ψ. Using
the notation of [35], the training objective for GAN is described by:
L(θ, ψ) = Ex∼Pdata [f(Dψ(x))] + Ez∼Pz [f(−Dψ(Gθ(z)))] , (1)
for some monotonic function f : R→ R and Pz being a known distribution. We focus on Wasserstein GAN [13, 14],
where f(t) = t, while noting that our approach below extends to general (differentiable) f functions mutatis mutandis.
In order to encode the invariances, we propose the following minimax game to train our InvNet model:
min
θ
max
ψ
L¯(θ, ψ), where L¯(θ, ψ) = L(θ, ψ) + µ
n∑
i=1
Ez [Ii(Gθ(z))] := L(θ, ψ) + µLI(θ). (2)
We solve the minimax game in a fashion similar to GAN training; we alternately adjust the generator parameters θ and
the discriminator parameters ψ via gradient updates. However, due to the presence of the additional invariance term
in L¯(θ, ψ), we find in practice that a three-way update rule works well: a GAN-like update of θ via gradient steps of
L(θ, ψ) keeping ψ fixed; a GAN-like update of ψ via gradient steps of L(θ, ψ) keeping θ fixed; and an update of θ via
gradient steps of LI . See Alg 1.
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Algorithm 1 Alternating Optimization for InvNet
Require: Set learning rates, termination conditions.
1: while LI large and θ has not converged do
2: for l← 1 to NG do
3: θ ← θ − ηG∇θL¯ . Generator update
4: end for
5: for m← 1 to ND do
6: ψ ← ψ + ηD∇ψL¯ . Discriminator update
7: end for
8: for n← 1 to NI do
9: θ ← θ − ηD∇θLI . Generator update
10: end for
11: end while
Role of the input vector z. Unlike the standard GAN setting, we define z as the concatenated vector [z˜, c]T with z˜
referring to a random vector sampled from a known distribution while c is a deterministic vector that parameterizes the
invariances. This way, z can be used to model both stochastic and deterministic components of the data. Moreover, c
gives us additional tuning knobs, allowing a broader range of applications for the InvNet model; we elaborate below.
Variations of alternating optimization. As mentioned above, we optimize our multi-objective formulation by al-
ternately optimizing over the three sub-components of L¯, as presented in Alg. 1. Our choice of using alternating
optimization is informed by insights in recent work [33, 39, 34] that show that regular gradient descent for minimax
games diverges, while methods that take intermediate gradient steps, such as extra-gradient descent, converge to stable
Nash equilibria. Sec. 4 provides a rigorous analysis of extra-gradient descent for training InvNets in special cases.
When the invariances perfectly define the target distribution. In cases where the set of invariances, Ii, are necessary
and sufficient conditions for specifying D, the invariances themselves can be interpreted as serving the role of the
optimal discriminator. This has two major implications: (i) Dψ is constant, Lines 5-7 of the algorithm are no longer
needed, and Eq. 2 is a regular minimization problem that can be stably solved; (ii) more importantly, since the gradients
of L¯ no longer depends on the data distribution Pdata, InvNet training can be performed in a data-free manner. This
property is crucial in modeling complex physical systems that are fully described through their governing PDEs. We
present one such application in Sec. 3.
3 Applications of InvNet
3.1 Planting Motifs in Images
We start with the stylized problem of planting a predefined pattern, or motif, at a fixed location in synthetically generated
image data. For example, such a scenario might arise if a logo (or signature, or watermark) is required to be present in
all synthetic images.
There are two obvious approaches to solve this problem: simply blend/paste the motif onto any output image synthesized
by a regular generative model; or use a standard GAN model with a new modified training dataset, where each training
image has the motif blended in. However, modifying output images as well as input training data could be non-trivial.
We propose a novel approach via InvNet. Consider a problem of synthesizing images containing a ‘plus’ symbol (+)
as a motif centered at a fixed location. The motif can be encoded via a image-sized binary maskM+ with a black
background and a white ‘plus’ sign. We define an invariance-loss based on the above structural description as follows:
LI(Gθ(z)) = ‖PΩ(Gθ(z))−M+‖2F , (3)
where PΩ is the projection (indicator) function for the motif.
We train an InvNet model using the MNIST dataset, coupled with the motif invariance as defined above. Contrary to
typical GAN models, InvNet learns to model both the underlying data, i.e., the digits while additionally learning to
generate the required motifs. An analogous experiment can be conducted for a different motif (say a × symbol) with
similar high-quality results; see Fig. 2(a,b). In Fig. 2(d), the evolution of generated images during the training process
is visualized; the motif is quickly encoded while learning the implicit features of the data takes several epochs.
We observe an interesting phenomenon: when the generator starts to learn to encode the motif invariance, the
discriminator quickly identifies fake images by detecting presence of the motif (since the original MNIST images did
not contain the motif at all). This results in poorer quality synthetic samples. We alleviate the problem by instructing
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Figure 2: Images generated by the InvNet for planting a motif on MNIST images with a ‘plus’ (+) and ‘cross’(×) as
the motif with (a) standard WGAN-GP discriminator; (b) modified discriminator with complimentary projection. (c)
Loss curve shows the variation of discriminator loss for corresponding cases. (d) Evolution of generated images during
training across 25 epochs (25000 iterations, batch size 50). The invariant motif is learnt quickly due to alternating
optimization.
the discriminator to ignore the pixels corresponding to the support of motif; mathematically, we apply an orthogonal
projection operator PΩc to each generated image that is fed as input of discriminator. Thus, the discriminator Dψ(.)
learns a distribution over PΩc(x),, i.e., the space of pixel locations not in the motif.
Fig. 2(b) shows generated images for the modified discriminator case. Note the improved discriminator loss (orange
curve) in this case. We study this phenomenon in greater detail in our theoretical analysis in Section 4 and rigorously
prove that in special cases, modifying the discriminator is necessary for convergence to a (pure) Nash equilibrium.
3.2 Generating Solutions for PDEs
We demonstrate that the solution set of partial differential equations (PDEs) describing dynamics of physical systems
can be accurately recovered using an InvNet model. Given the parametric form of a system of PDEs, its solution set is
governed by the given physical constants (parameters) together with any boundary conditions. Recently, data-driven
methods have been proposed to successfully employ deep generative models as fast surrogates to traditional PDE
solvers [9, 23]. However, InvNet provides an alternate, data-free approach to solving PDEs. The key idea is that since
the PDE itself serves as the optimal discriminator, Lines 5-7 of Alg. 1 are redundant and no training data is required.
We demonstrate this via a simple non-linear PDE called Burgers’ Equation [6]. We use a conditional input c to InvNet
to control the solution set of Burgers’. Therefore, unlike [9], a single well-trained InvNet can generate solutions
corresponding to a variety of boundary conditions as well as varying physical parameters. Before we describe our
approach, we provide a quick PDE primer.
Inviscid Burgers’ equation. This is a non-linear PDE encountered in fluid mechanics and nonlinear acoustics. The
inviscid form of the Burgers’ equation, defined in Eq. 4, assumes a non-diffusive fluid through which a wave with initial
state fi is passed. Let U(x, t) = [u0,u1, . . . ,un] be a particular solution of the Burger’s equation. Then,
U,t +U,x = 0; U(x, 0) = fi(x), (4)
where the partial derivative with respect to x (or t) is represented as U,x (or U,t).
Suppose we model the field U(x, t) as an image (where rows correspond to space and columns correspond to time; see
Fig 3). We train a variant of InvNet that generates solutions, Gθ(z) to eq. 4 for a given boundary condition as input.
The boundary condition is a structural invariance that we enforce by minimizing the `2 loss between the boundary of
the generated solution U(x, 0) = PΩ(Gθ(z)) and the given boundary b. In our experiments, we set b as a (discretized)
raised-cosine function parameterized on c. We sample b uniformly from set B given as:
B = {x|x = 1
2
(1− cos(2pixc/d)) , c ∈ [3.0, 6.0]}}. (5)
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Figure 3: Example of solutions generated using the InvNet for a family of boundary conditions. Row (a) shows solutions
generated by InvNet. Row (b) are numerical solutions calculated by explicit Euler methods. Row (c) represents the
residual between the two. Column (1) explicitly shows that our model generalizes even for an unseen initial condition,
c = 2.0. For the inviscid case (Cols. (1) & (2)), the wave, defined by the boundary condition (1st column of the image)
propagates in time without any diffusion. In case of the viscid equation (Cols. 3, 4 & 5), the wave energy diffuses
across the image, as evidenced by the decaying amplitude. The relative error with respect to the numerical solution
calculated using explicit Euler methods is comparable to [9].
Our InvNet minimizes (a weighted combination of) the following losses:
LG = Ez
[||Gθ(z),t +Gθ(z)Gθ(z),x||22] , LI = Ez [||PΩ(Gθ(z))− b||22] (6)
We calculate the partial derivatives by convolving the generated image with the directional Sobel operators [49] ,
reducing the border effects by replication. We show in Fig. 3 that InvNet successfully learns to generate solutions for
the family of boundary conditions given by B in Eq. 5.
Viscid Burgers’ equation. We extend the above algorithm to generate solutions for a family of PDEs, with a physical
scalar parameter indexing each PDE. We consider the family of viscid Burger’s equation represented in Eq. 7 with the
viscosity term, ν:
U,t +UU,x = νU,x,x. (7)
Similar to the inviscid case, we provide both the boundary condition b and the coefficient of viscosity ν as input to the
generator. Our input vector becomes z = c = [b, ν], where b is sampled uniformly from B (Eq. 5), and ν is sampled
randomly from the set Unif[0.001, 0.05]. Fig. 3 depicts the solutions corresponding to different combinations of b and
ν.
We compare our InvNet-based surrogate solutions to numerical solutions (computed using explicit Euler methods) for
both the viscid and inviscid cases in Fig. 3, and observe that our model is accurate. Moreover, InvNet shows effective
generalization by generating solutions for boundary conditions that were not used during training.
Comparison with PDE surrogate Encoder Decoder Networks We compare the performance of InvNet with the
convolutional Encoder-Decoder (ED) method proposed in [9]. Zhu et al. propose an encoder-decoder architecture that
does not use labelled data (or explicit PDE solutions) but takes in a field with an initial condition as input and optimizes
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Table 2: Relative `2 error of solutions generated by InvNet compared to that of ED networks. The error is calculated
with respect to numerical solutions. Note that a single trained InvNet shows comparable performance to a range of
trained ED networks.
Viscosity coefficient ν Frequency of boundary conditions (c) InvNet ED [9]
0.002 2.0 0.08 0.044.0 0.13 0.08
5.5 0.29 0.30
6.0 0.20 0.15
0.006 2.0 0.08 0.044.0 0.10 0.14
5.5 0.25 0.29
6.0 0.15 0.21
0.02 2.0 0.08 0.084.0 0.07 0.14
5.5 0.18 0.23
6.0 0.09 0.16
0.03 2.0 0.08 0.094.0 0.06 0.12
5.5 0.17 0.20
6.0 0.08 0.12
Model type Time (s)
Numerical solution [10]
Generating 1 microstructure† 1.84s
Total time for 100000 images† 184000s
InvNet (our approach)
Training time× 57600s
Generating 1 microstructure× 0.0110s
Total time for 100000 images× 58700s
† Uses Intel 4-core CPU with 32 GB RAM.× Uses 1 NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU, 32 GB GDDR5 on Tensor-
Flow GPU version 1.4.
Figure 4: (Left) InvNet generated microstructures for fixed 1st and 2nd moments. (Right) Comparison with simulation
times for generating 105 microstructure images using numerical methods [10].
over a numerical form of the PDE and boundary conditions to generate solutions. Conversely, we use a more general
generative architecture that can be extended to solve families of PDEs for a large class of initial conditions. We adapt
their approach for solving the viscid Burgers’ equation for the same range of coefficients and initial conditions. A point
worth noting here is that they optimize over the relaxed Lagrangian form of the objective function. On the contrary, we
hold to our alternating optimization setting.
We analyse the solutions generated InvNet and ED networks for a range of initial conditions. We train an InvNet to
solve a family of viscid equations with parameters, ν ∼ Unif(0.001, 0.05). For a fair comparison, we additionally train
ED networks for sampled values of ν for the same initial conditions of the form in Eq. 5. Note that a single instantiation
of ED networks solves a particular PDE with a particular initial condition.
Tab. 2 shows relative `2 errors and images generated by both approaches. We show comparable performance with a
single trained InvNet when contrasted with solutions from the corresponding ED networks.
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3.3 Generating Microstructures using Statistical Invariances
In computational material science, material distribution is often represented by an image describing the arrangement of
constituents within a material. The statistical properties of such images govern the physical properties of the underlying
material. Synthesizing microstructures adhering to specific statistical properties is, therefore, a crucial component of
new material discovery.
We focus on binary microstructures (corresponding to black/white images). Generally, the first and second moments
of the image are useful statistical descriptions. Formally, we consider: (i) the 1st moment, p1, also called the volume
fraction, and (ii) the 2nd moment, p2, also called the two-point correlation. The former is a scalar, while the latter
is a function. We focus on binary microstructures exhibiting phase separation; their dynamics are governed via
the well-known Cahn-Hilliard (CH) equation [48]. This is a fourth-order nonlinear PDE, and its solution requires a
significant amount of compute time (see Table 4).
We remedy this by training an InvNet to generate microstructures adhering to desired statistical properties. Since
the first and second moments are differentiable functions, we encode the desired statistical properties into the InvNet
formulation using the invariances:
LI = λ1‖fp1(Gθ(z))− p∗1‖22 + λ2‖fp2(Gθ(z))− p∗2‖22 (8)
where fpi represent the functional forms of the moments, and p
∗
1,p
∗
2 are target values of the moments.
For training the InvNet, we use a publicly available dataset of 2D binary microstructures containing ∼ 34k images
across the wide range of statistical moments [47] (refer appendix C for details). The results in Fig. 4 show the generated
images adhering to target invariances along with the running time of our approach with existing numerical approaches.
We note that the training time incurred by InvNet is amortized over the generation time required to simulate many
microstructures; to generate 100,000 microstructures InvNet already obtains speedups over existing numerical solutions.
4 InvNet: Theoretical Analysis
We supplement our empirical results with rigorous theoretical analysis of InvNet training for some special (but
illustrative) cases.
Equilibrium analysis. Two-player minimax games require that the generator and discriminator reach a (pure) Nash
equilibrium. We analyse such equilibria for InvNet for two cases: (1) a standard WGAN discriminator, (2) a modified
discriminator with the complementary projection operator. All theorems and proofs can be found in Appendix A.
We consider the motivating example of motif invariances for a simple data model similar to that described in Daskalakis et
al. [33]. Let D be the data generated by a multivariate normal distribution, N (v, Id) where the mean, v ∈ Rd, needs to
be learned. We stipulate a motif, m∗, defined over a set of coordinates Ω that need to obey specific values.
Similar to [33], we simplify the generator, Gθ(.) and the discriminator, Dψ(.) as follows:
Dψ(x) = 〈ψ,x〉, Gθ(z) = z+ θ .
Following the InvNet model, we define the two-player game as an minimax optimization. The overall loss function
becomes:
L¯(θ, ψ) = Ex∈PD [Dψ(Gθ(x))]− Ez [(Dψ(Gθ(z)))] + µ‖PΩ(Gθ(z))−m∗‖22 (9)
Of key interest in such games is a (pure) Nash equilibrium point, where the gradients of the loss equate to 0. The
standard approach to achieve a Nash equilibrium of Eq. 9 is to train the parameters of both the networks (θ and ψ) via
simultaneous gradient descent updates, i.e.
ψl+1 = ψl + η∇ψL(θl, ψl), θl+1 = θl − η∇θL(θl, ψl) .
If we consider the limiting case where the true expectations are optimized (i.e., we have infinite samples), one can
simplify the InvNet loss into the form:
L¯(θ, ψ) = 〈ψ, v − θ〉+ µ
2
‖PΩ(θ)−m∗‖2.
Taking gradients and setting to zero, we get the (unique) equilibrium point at θ = v , ψ = µ(PΩ(θ−m∗))4. Surprisingly
for InvNet, the presence of the motif invariance term fails to be reflected in the generator, and is entirely compensated
4Note that the same approach for a standard WGAN setup (without the invariance term), the equilibrium point is simply
(θ∗, ψ∗) = (v, 0).
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by the discriminator. This is fine if the mean of the data, v, indeed exhibits the motif (i.e., PΩ(v) = m∗), but if not,
then there is no way of incorporating it into the generated data.
To alleviate the issue, we modify the discriminator to ignore the effect of the motif invariance; we force the discriminator
to only consider the complementary subset of coordinates, PΩc(x).The modified discriminator (Dψ(PΩc(·))) becomes:
L¯(θ, ψ) = 〈PΩcψ,PΩc(v − θ)〉+ µ
2
‖PΩ(θ −m∗)‖22. (10)
Computing gradients and setting to zero, we find that the new (unique) Nash equilibrium is given:
θ =
[PΩm∗
PΩcv
]
, ψ =
[PΩκ
0
]
; with κ as an arbitrary constant vector.
Remarkably, in this case, the generator has learned to reproduce the motif m∗ in the coordinates specified by Ω, and to
copy the data mean onto the rest of the coordinates. This suggests that under the modified discriminator, our model
enforces better invariances. Recall that we empirically observed similar trends in our experiments (Fig. 2) with motifs
planted on MNIST images; such a modification in the discriminator resulted in better discriminator loss profile while
generating samples with desired motifs.
Training Dynamics. While the above analysis is with respect to InvNet equilibrium points, we need a computationally
efficient means to achieve such equilibria. For this, we consider the standard gradient descent (GD) algorithm. The
linear system of GD iterates for InvNet as defined in Eq. 9 is described as,
ψl+1 = ψl + η∇ψL(θl, ψl), θl+1 = θl − η∇θL(θl, ψl).
We show that, for any value of η, however small, the system diverges resulting in unstable dynamics. The same holds
true for the game defined in eq. 10. The proof (in Appendix A) involves analyzing the singular values of the dynamical
system defined by the gradient updates, but they turn out to be always greater than 1. A standard approach to repair
such unstable systems is to employ momentum-based adjustments. Following the lead of [33, 34, 39], we propose
the extra-gradient descent (EGD) method for stabilizing the training of InvNet. In EGD, the key idea is to modify the
update direction by taking the gradient at an interpolated point between the current and the next point. Specifically,
given a stepsize η > 0, the EGD update for Eqn. 1 consists of two steps:
θl+ 12 = θl − η∇θL(θl, ψl), ψl+ 12 = ψl + η∇ψL(θl, ψl) (11)
θl+1 = θl − η∇θL(θl+ 12 , ψl+ 12 ), ψl+1 = ψl + η∇ψL(θl+ 12 , ψl+ 12 ).
Repeating the analysis as before, we can prove that the iterates form a contractive mapping for an informed choice of η.
Further, the result also extends to the modified discriminator case.
5 Discussion and Conclusions
We have proposed InvNets, a natural extension of GANs that enables specifying additional structural/statistical
invariances in generated samples. Our approach relies on representing the invariance as an additional loss term that we
alternately optimize in addition to the standard adversarial training in GANs. We also show a number of stylized and
real-world applications.
Several potential directions of research remain. In the context of solving PDEs, limiting the generator to images restricts
its use to problems in two dimensions. A compelling extension would be to extend InvNets for other domains such as
graphs.
Our theoretical analysis above provides unexpected insights. If there is a mismatch between the data and the desired
invariance, the discriminator in InvNet will necessarily need to be modified. However, if the invariance is part of the
true data distribution, the discriminator learns to incorporate it; cf. our experiment of generating binary microstructures
with required statistical properties.
While stylized, our theory points to several open questions about adversarial models and the interaction of multi-task
objectives. An interesting question that arises is that of designing discriminators to ignore nonlinear invariances
and thereby allow for training GANs with incomplete data. Finally, a more rigorous analysis into the dynamics of
non-limiting cases of training InvNet is warranted.
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Appendix
Notation. We represent vectors in lowercase boldface, v whereas matrices are uppercase boldface, V. Given an image,
U, we represent the spatial derivative with respect to axis, x as Ux. Additionally, the gradient of a scalar, L with respect
to a vector, a is represented as∇aL. Id represents identity matrix.
A Theorems and Proofs
A.1 Instability of Gradient Descent
Theorem A.1. (Instability of GD for InvNet Training). Consider InvNet minimax game given by Eqn. 9 with a linear
discriminator Dψ , an additive displacement generator Gθ and motif m∗. Then the GD dynamics,
ψl+1 = ψl + η∇ψL(θl, ψl)
θl+1 = θl − η∇θL(θl, ψl)
with the learning rate η leads to unstable dynamical system for both (i) standard discriminator, and (ii) modified
discriminator.
Proof. Applying GD update rules on Eqn. 9, the dynamical system for the standard generator case becomes:
θl+1 = θl + ηψl − ηµPΩ(θl −m∗)
ψl+1 = ψl + η(v − θl)
=⇒
[
θl+1
ψl+1
]
=
[
Id− ηµPΩ ηId
−ηId Id
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
[
θl
ψl
]
+
[
ηµPΩm∗
ηv
]
We study the singular values of the matrix A to characterize the stability of the training dynamics.
AAT =
[
Id− ηµPΩ − ηµPTΩ + η2µPΩPTΩ η2µPΩPΩ
η2µPTΩ (η2 + 1)Id
]
=
[
Id 0
0 Id
]
+
[−ηµPΩ − ηµPTΩ + η2µPΩPΩ η2µPΩPTΩ
η2µPTΩ η2Id
]
Using Weyl’s Inequality, we show that all singular values of A are lower bounded by 1. This implies that the linear
system of equations is unstable.
Similarly, for the modified discriminator case, the dynamical system becomes:
[
θl+1
ψl+1
]
=
[
Id− ηµPΩ ηµPΩc
−ηIdPΩc Id
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
[
θl
ψl
]
+
[
ηµPΩm∗
ηPΩcv
]
Again, in this case too the singular values are lower bounded by 1 for any choice of positive η and µ. Hence, for both
the standard and modified discriminators the training dynamics are unstable for GD updates.
A.2 Analysis of Extra Gradient Training Dynamics
Theorem A.2. (Stability of EGD for InvNet Training). Consider InvNet minimax game given by Eqn. 9 with a linear
discriminator Dθ, an additive displacement generator Gθ and motif m∗. Then the EGD with the learning rate η leads to
stable dynamical system for standard discriminator.
Proof. Applying EGD updates on our original InvNet formulation:
θl+ 12 = θl − η [ψl − µPΩ(θl −m
∗)]
ψl+ 12 = ψl + η [(v − θl)]
θl+1 = θl + η [ψl + η ((v − θl))− µPΩ(θl − η (ψl − µPΩ(θl −m∗))−m∗)]
=
[
Id− η2 − µPΩ + ηµ2PΩ
]
θl + (η − ηµPΩ)ψl + η2v − ηµ2PΩm∗
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Similarly,
ψl+1 = ψl + η (v − θk − ηψk + ηµPΩ(θl −m∗))
= (−η + ηµPΩ) θl + (1− η2)ψl + ηv
For stability analysis:
[
θl+1
ψl+1
]
=
[
Id− η2 − µPΩ + ηµ2PΩ η − ηµPΩ
−η + ηµPΩ Id− η2
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
[
θl
ψl
]
+
[
η2v − ηµ2PΩm∗
η2v
]
Here, analysis of singular values of matrix A will help us determining the stability of our method. Matrix A can be
written as, [
Id(1− η2) ηId
−ηId Id(1− η2)
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
B
−ηµ
[
(1− µ)PΩ PΩ
−PΩ 0
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
C
All singular values of B are of the form: √
(1− η2)2 + η2
Also, for singular values of C is less than or equal to cηµ, with some constant c. We use Weyl’s inequality for matrices
B and C where A = B + C. For careful choice of η,
σA ≤ σB + σC =
√
(1− η2)2 + η2 + cηµ ≤ 1
Which proves the stability of EGD updates for our case.
B Generating PDE solutions with InvNet: Additional Details
We primarily motivate InvNet for generating solutions to complex physical systems. The dynamics of such systems are
often described partially/completely by partial differential equations. Recent literature [7, 8, 9, 23] create surrogate
to PDEs with deep generative neural networks. However, this involves training a new neural network for every new
instance of the equation. We, therefore propose a variant of InvNet to generate solutions to a family of PDEs for a large
class of boundary conditions.
Considering the family of PDEs as an optimal discriminator (parameterized over the coefficients), we additionally
impose a structural invariance in the form of boundary conditions. Note that given a particular tuple of initial condition
and coefficients, the solution to the PDE is unique (given a solution exists). We modify the input vector accordingly to
be a representation of the initial conditions and the coefficient. Consequently, we drop the stochastic part of our input.
The optimality of the discriminator leads to the data dependent discriminator loss going to 0 as all data is invariably
going to satsify the said family of equations. This negates the need for training data as the InvNet can completely model
the class of these PDEs simply by being conditioned on the coefficients and boundary conditions.
We present an example of solving a class of nonlinear PDEs for a set of boundary conditions using InvNet. As a
demonstration, we solve the well known Burgers’ equation [6] which is a nonlinear PDE defining the advection of a
wave through a diffusive liquid. We provide a brief introduction and description of the class of these equations.
Burgers’ Equation. Burgers’ equation is a fundamental non linear PDE that describes the advective flow of a wave
in a fluid. The viscid form as described in Eq. 12 analyses the dynamics of flow in a diffusive liquid where energy
dissipates as the wave travels.
U,t +UU,x = νU,xx (12)
A simpler case is that of an non-diffusive ideal liquid (i.e. ν = 0). However, the inviscid Burgers’ equation describes a
energy conserving system that is prone to shocks.
The solution for the inviscid Burger’s equation is of the form:
u(x, t) = f(x− ut)
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where f(·) is the function that defines the initial condition, u(x, 0).
Representing the solution, U as an image where the axes correspond to time and space, we train an InvNet to surrogate
the PDE.
Implementation details. We use the invicid form of the Burgers’ equation to construct a residual function of the form,
‖U,t +UU,x‖2F (13)
The spatial derivatives in this case can then be approximated using image gradients, similar to the method used in
[9]. We use Sobel directional derivative operators [49] to approximate the two derivative terms. Since these are linear
operations, gradients with respect to the loss function can easily be calculated using back-propogation. However, there
are a few conditions that need to be considered for numerical analysis of PDEs.
The first one is the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) condition that requires that the time step be a fraction of the
spatial step for convergence to a solution. We enforce this by simply discretizing t and x with different step-sizes.
This can be achieved by normalizing the corresponding sobel operator with two separate constants. For t, we use
5/64 whereas for x, we use 1/64. This results in a domain x ∈ [0, 1] and y ∈ [0, 0.2] and a Courant number of 0.2,
which ensures convergence. This is surprising since the InvNet predicts the full space-time solution, rather than a time
marching scheme where the CFL satisfaction ensure a numerical solution. This interesting behavior warrants additional
investigation.
Additional considerations to avoid border effects include replicating the boundaries as well as modifying the Sobel
operator at the boundaries to emulate forward differences. We follow a similar methodology as described in [9] to
correct spurious boundary effects.
The second term for InvNet is the structural invariance, defined here as the initial condition. For the initial condition,
we consider a family of functions of the form,
1
2
(1− cos(2picx))
where c ∼ Unif(3.0, 6.0). Here, we are limited to sample c to a maximum of 6 to avoid aliasing effects as the generator
has output dimensions of 64 × 64. However, our choice of the output dimension is simply due to computational
constraints as GANs have been shown to generate large high definition images.
For the viscid case, the second derivative is similarly approximated using a Gaussian smoothed Laplacian operator. An
additional consideration for the viscid case is that the PDE loss is now parameterized on a scalar viscosity term, ν. In
physical terms, ν controls the rate of energy dissipation of the wave as it travels through the diffusive fluid. For InvNet,
we sample ν from a distribution, which allows for the generator to effectively represent a solution space for a family of
Burger’s viscid equations. Additionally conditioning the generator on ν allows for sampling solutions in a controlled
fashion for a specific PDE.
The alternating optimization approach here is essential to ensure adversarial interaction between the PDE loss, that
minimizes all points on U at once and the invariance loss that only considers a single column. We train two instances of
InvNet to solve the inviscid and the viscid forms respectively. Fig. 3 shows examples generated by the two models. We
especially draw attention to the generalization capabilities of our model as evidenced by column (1) in the figure, where
the generator solves for an unseen initial condition (c = 2.0).
C Microstructures Generation using InvNet: Additional Details
C.1 Motivation
An overarching theme of materials research is the design of material distributions (also called microstructure) so
that the ensuing material exhibits tailored properties. In microstructure-sensitive design, quantifying the effect of
microstructure features on performance is critical for the efficient design of application-tailored devices. Microstructures
are represented as binary images indicating the arrangement of constituent materials within the mixture. The statistical
properties of such microstructural images are useful in predicting the physical and chemical properties of the mixture
material - thus aiding into faster material discovery. To obtain a material with desired property, a microstructure having
the corresponding statistical property need to be generated. We feed in such statistical properties as the invariances in our
framework, and come up with a generative model that can sample from the set of all microstructures adhering to desired
statistical properties. We propose both a data-driven and data-free generative network for synthetic microstructures
adhering the invariances for the training.
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C.2 Preliminaries
In the context of microstructure generation problem, we consider the underlying material to be a two-phase homogeneous,
isotropic material. Our setup for statistical characterization of microstructure follows with Torquato et al. [11]. Consider
an instance of the two-phase homogeneous isotropic material within d-dimensional Euclidean space Rd (where
d ∈ {2, 3}). A phase function φ(·) is used to characterize this two-phase system, defined as:
φ(1)(r) =
{
1, r ∈ V1,
0, r ∈ V2, (14)
where V1 ∈ Rd is the region occupied by phase 1 and V2 ∈ Rd is the region occupied by phase 2.
Given this microstructure defined by the phase function, φ, statistical characteristics can be evaluated. These include the
n−moments, (n-point correlation functions) for n = 1, 2, 3, .... For homogeneous and isotropic media, These depend
neither on the absolute positions of n−points, nor on the rotation of these spatial co-ordinates; instead, they depend
only on relative displacements. The 1st-moment, p1, commonly known as volume fraction, is constant throughout the
material. The volume fraction of phase 1, p(1)1 , is defined as:
p
(1)
1 = Erφ
(1)(r).
The 2nd−moment is a function of r and is defined as:
p
(1)
2 (r12) = Er1,r2
[
φ(1)(r1)φ
(1)(r2)
]
.
The 2nd moment (known as 2−point correlation as well) is one of the most important statistical descriptors of
microstructures. An alternate interpretation of 2nd moment is the probability that two randomly chosen points r1 and
r2 a certain distance apart both share the same phase.
Henceforth we omit the superscript representing the phase and subscripts representing the spatial points for simplicity,
and refer to volume fraction as p1, and 2-point correlation as p2. It can be shown that p2(r = 0) = p1 and
limr→∞ p2(r) = p21.
In the training step, we use the above statistical properties as invariances for training the InvNet. The invariance loss
LI(·) can be defined as l2− loss:
LI = λ1‖fp1(Gθ(z))− p∗1‖22 + λ2‖fp2(Gθ(z))− p∗2‖22 (15)
where fpi represent the functional forms of the moments; p
∗
1,p
∗
2 are target values of the moments.
We use the Binary 2D microstructures dataset [47] based on Cahn-Hilliard equation [48] for training and testing. The
dataset contains ∼ 34k binary microstructures of size 101× 101 obtained by sampling the evolving solutions across
time. The dataset contains images with diverse values of 1st and 2nd moments, and implicitly exhibit higher moments
too. For training, we resize the images to 64× 64.
In Fig. 5, we depict images generated by our InvNet, along with the target image from the real data that is used for
setting the target values p∗1 and p
∗
2. We also plot the distributions of p1 and p2 of generated images, and show that they
closely match with targets p∗1 and p
∗
2.
C.3 Data-free InvNet for Microstructure Generation
Further, we consider a case where set of our target images is completely defined by the statistical properties, i.e. there
are no implicit features to learn. Only explicit structures to adhere to are 1st and 2nd moments, that should match given
target values p∗1 and p
∗
2 respectively. We obtain the p
∗
1 and p
∗
2 by calculating moments on a real target image obtained
by other numerical methods. In absence of any implicit features to learn, the discriminator in Eqn. 2 is no longer
required, thus both the generator loss and discriminator loss vanish to left us with optimizing only over the invariance
loss given by Eqn. 15. This exemplifies the simplest case of our model along with establishing the sufficiency of the
invariance loss in training the generator. We show generated samples along with their distribution of p2 in Fig. 6 and
Fig. 7. We observe that the invariances match quite well. Moreover, by setting the weights for elements of p2 in the
loss function, we can make a part of p2 curve dominent in training, forcing that part to get enforced in a stricter manner,
as depicted in Fig. 7(c).
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Figure 5: Comparisons of 1st moment (p1) distribution and 2nd moment curves between the images generated by
InvNet and the target invariances.
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 6: Images generated by InvNet trained only with invariance loss; with first image in each row being the real
image used to calculate the target invariances. (a,b) are trained over entire 2nd moment curve while model in (c) used
only the initial portion of 2nd moment curve.
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(a) InvNet trained on entire 2nd moment
curve
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(b) InvNet trained on entire 2nd moment
curve
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Figure 7: Comparisons of 2nd moment curves between the images generated by InvNet trained only with invariance
loss and the target invariances.
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